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NEWS RELEASE 
 
NZX partners with EEX to pursue carbon market opportunities  

10 December 2019 – NZX and the European Energy Exchange (EEX) today announced a Co-operation 
Agreement with a focus on securing new opportunities in the New Zealand carbon market.  
 
This is a market that enables participants such as businesses with carbon emissions and forest 
landowners to efficiently manage their obligations under the New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme – 
the Government’s main tool for meeting domestic and international climate policy targets. 
 
NZX CEO, Mark Peterson, says new opportunities are opening up as the New Zealand emissions market 
matures.  
 
“We believe that the transparency and security of a regulated market will add value to the existing carbon 
market in New Zealand. We know that markets that support our country’s climate policy targets and assist 
in risk management will become more and more important. This Co-operation Agreement with EEX will 
bring their deep expertise into play as we continue to work with existing long-standing domestic 
participants to support growth, development and broaden distribution.”   
 
EEX CEO, Peter Reitz, says New Zealand is an attractive market with a well-recognised Emissions 
Trading Scheme underpinned by a stable regulatory environment.  
 
“International co-operation is crucial to exploit the full potential that carbon markets can offer. We’re 
excited to apply our experience from the European and North American emissions markets together with 
NZX in the New Zealand market.”  
 
The co-operation between NZX and EEX is a marriage of world-class expertise in carbon markets, with a 
highly regarded New Zealand-based exchange. This offers the New Zealand Government and carbon 
market participants access to regulated platforms, products and services that are fit-for-purpose 
internationally, and tailored specifically to the local market context.  
 
Beyond the New Zealand carbon market, both NZX and EEX will be jointly exploring areas for co-
operation in other regions and/or asset classes.   
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About NZX: 
For more than 150 years we have been creating opportunities for Kiwis to grow their personal wealth and 
helping businesses prosper. As New Zealand’s Exchange, we are proud of our record in supporting the 
growth and global ambitions of local companies.  
 
NZX operates New Zealand's equity, debt, funds, derivatives and energy markets. To support the growth 
of our markets, we provide trading, clearing, settlement, depository and data services for our customers. 
We also own Smartshares, New Zealand's only issuer of listed Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs), and 
KiwiSaver provider SuperLife. Our NZX Wealth Technologies subsidiary is an online asset management 
platform. Learn more about us at: www.nzx.com 
  
About EEX: 
The European Energy Exchange (EEX) is the leading energy exchange in Europe which develops, 
operates and connects secure, liquid and transparent markets for energy and related products. As part of 
EEX Group, a group of companies serving international commodity markets, EEX offers contracts on 
Power, Emission Allowances as well as Freight and Agricultural Products. 

 
EEX Group provides market platforms for energy and commodity products across the globe. The group 
portfolio includes regulated markets in Europe (EEX), North America (Nodal Exchange) and Asia (EEX 
Asia), a registry provider (Grexel Systems) as well as two clearing houses (European Commodity 
Clearing and Nodal Clear). EEX Group is part of Deutsche Börse Group. 
Find out more at: www.eex.com 
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